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Good afternoon everyone!  I’m super happy to be here with you today…My Deputy and I were registered for and planned to attend this entire conference….but the perfect storm hit…. Due to redistricting our applications went out later than usual…so we had thousands of applications to receive and ballots to issue.  To top it off our Election Specialist’s last day was last Friday.  And we still haven’t been able to test our voting equipment because we haven’t received our election media.  So hopefully someone from my staff will be able to pick that up today….and we will be testing all day Sunday.I share all of that…only to point out that Clerks are the most resilient, flexible people I know.  I know I am not the only one dealing with these issues.  No matter what challenges present themselves….we just keep pushing on.  I have witnessed many of you doing this very thing.  And that is what is encouraging….to know that we are not “alone” in this struggle.  Instead of our processes getting “smoother”….they are becoming more cumbersome and difficult….whether it is due to newer legislation….or lack thereof due to this sensitive political climate we are in.  We sacrifice personal and family time for months leading up to each election, all while be viewed under a microscope and our integrity being criticized.  Every process we have been performing successfully for many, many years is now being questioned by individuals that have never run an election and do not understand all of the safeguards we already have in place.  We need each other…..and we need to share whatever process improvements we may have in order to work as efficiently as possible.  That is why both Daniel and I are here today….to share with you some of what we have implemented in our offices with the hope that it will help you.  We realize that just because it works for us….doesn’t mean it will work best for you.  But if we all share….we can have options…..So a little about me….I’ve been working for the City of Rochester Hills for 26 years; I’ve been running the AVCB since 2013.  Daniel has been working for……Today we are going to tag-team and share with you what has worked well for each of us.  We are going to stay out of the “weeds” and not talk about any proposed legislation.  We want to just stick to the process itself and although we will make time for questions at the end of the presentation, please feel free to ask them at any time during the presentation.



How long it will take to open and process the number 
of absentee ballots received

Staffing / Training

Type of equipment: high speed vs. individual scanners

Other helpful equipment/supplies
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How many ballots have you issued?  How many have been returned?How many teams will you need?  How many people will you have to hire?What type of training sessions do you need to hold?  Chairperson/High Speed Teams.  TableCaptains.  Opening teams.  Duplicators.Are you a large or a small jurisdiction? Would you benefit from a high speed tabulator or would a scanner(s) do the job?What is your budget for equipment & maintenance?Storage racks on wheels.  Color-coded trays.  High speed letter openers.  Utilize your postage machine to date/time stamp. High speed letter openers.  



BALLOTS ISSUED/RETURNED

VOTING EQUIPMENT





 Pre-Election Organization Quick Tips
 Date/Time Stamp AV Ballots Received.
 Filing/Storage of AV Ballots
 Reconciliation

 Ballot Processing
 Staffing / Training
 Workflow Chart
 High Speed vs. Tabulators

 Closing Procedures
 Utilize Chair People / Table Captains
 Paperwork
 Storage of AV Ballots



Date/Time Stamp AV Applications and Ballots Received
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We utilize our postage machine to date and time stamp both the applications and our absentee ballots received each day.  It saves a lot of time.  Utilize high speed letter openers 



 Filing/Storage of AV Ballots
 Reconciliation (Daily)
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Utilize color-coding as much as possibleOrganization of AV BallotsBy District/PrecinctBy Date ReceivedIn bundles of 10Reconcile DailyHelps to avoid any potential problems/issuesEnsures numbers are “solid” on a daily basisWe also file our AV Ballots on rolling cart Storage racks. Election Security – will be installing swipe/coded locks.  We have multiple cameras located throughout our office and in our vault.



Workflow Chart
Staffing / Training
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Due to Proposal 18-3 and COVID we are all experiencing large increases in the number of absentee ballots (as well as MOVE and Accessible) we process.  (i.e.: went from four teams of seven to four teams of 13 (6 opening teams of 2; 4 table captains; 2 high speed scanner/ballot processors).Do you know how long it takes an AVCB to process a “batch” or a precinct? Time them (or have them time themselves) and then do the calculations.  This will help when trying to gauge how to staff your AVCB for the November General election.1st team took 5 hours to process 2,172 ballots2nd team took 5.75 hours to process 1,831 ballotsAverage – 6 hours to process 2,000 ballotsUsing those numbers, we determined it would take 12.5 hours for 4 teams to process 20,000 (5,000/team).  That is 12.5 hours without stopping for breaks/lunch/dinner.Outcome = need more opening teams!!Also consider the fact that you will utilize fewer election workers on high speed scanners (2 at each – one of each major political party), as opposed to one at each tabulator….allowing you to staff more ballot opening teams.How many contests are on the ballot will determine the number of ballots you want to process in each batch.	More items on the ballot = smaller batchesThe reason for this is two-fold:	1) If there is a defective ballot in the batch (tear / fold / illegible), and you have to delete the batch and start over….the time it takes to re-run that batch is less if the batches are smaller	2) The number of “Contests” on the ballot that could potentially increase the need for adjudication.Online adjudication speeds up the process.  Instead of having to push “vote ballot as cast” on the tabulator for each contest on an individual ballot, prior to being able to tabulate that ballot, you can review the ballots in each batch (of 25, 50 or 100) that need adjudicating (for overvotes, blank ballots, stray marks/comments) on the computer prior to accepting the batch.Although online adjudication saves time, you will still need Duplication Teams for:	- MOVE ballots	- Torn ballots	- “Soiled” (mystery spills) BallotsIf you are utilizing high speed scanners and performing online adjudication of the ballots, then you are going to want to consider hiring people to work at these stations that are more technically knowledgeable (tech savy).  They are going to need understand and be comfortable using the software.When it comes to utilizing videos as part of your training, there are plenty out there ready for use right now.  (BOE, Equipment Vendors, Non-Profit organizations….or you can create your own).  Realizing that Financial Resources vary greatly among all of our communities….you don’t have to have a professional media crew tape a video for you.  You can utilize your own Smart Phone and a coworker.   Or…you can do something as basic as this Power Point.More vs Less
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These are examples of AVCB layouts (by District…using color trays).



High Speed vs. Tabulators
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Less Upfront Cost Can pay for multiple tabulators for the cost of a single high speed. More Familiar to Workers Transitioning from PrecinctEasier on Staff as it’s only one type of equipment to train and service. Slower processing time, requires more machines/more workers/space-Need to plan to have more than one high speed in case of failure – or have tabulators in reserve. -Hart is $5,500 for a tabulator or $125,000 for a high speed hard to justify the steep cost. -Easier to train and have workers in the field that know how to service a unified product in both precinct and AVCB. -Especially in the time of social distancing and worker shortages the trade of is you do need additional workers and spacing becomes a concern. 



Utilize Chair People / Table Captains

Paperwork

Storage of AV Ballots
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Utilize your AVCB Chairpersons throughout the day to assist with duties such as:  starting to fill out the paper poll book, and organizing ballots that have been processed, as well as storing the empty AV ballot envelopes. They can also help with finishing the necessary paperwork, storing and sealing the voted ballots at the end of the night.Do not wait until 8 p.m. to start filling out your paper poll books.  After you process your 1st run of ballots (and confirm the numbers match to your QVF report), fill out that portion of the poll book.  Every little bit helps.Utilize spreadsheets/forms to keep track of each run to help with reconciling your final totals.  Use the numbers off of these spreadsheets/forms to reconcile against the final totals on your (high speed) computer generated reports.  This provides a second layer of assurance that your numbers are accurate/correct. If you can, set up extra tables (one for each district…separating precincts w/I that district) to place the processed ballots on.  That way you can easily place the 2nd, 3rd (and potentially 4th) runs in the appropriate order throughout the day without having to take them in and out of the ballot storage container = saving precious time!  This will also help you to be prepared/ready for organized storage prior to sealing up your ballot containers at the end of the night.How you organize and store your processed AV ballots will have an impact on the success of a post-election audit.  Especially the time and effort you will need to put in to locating and pulling a specific ballot for an RLA.If your County or State conducts post election audits on your processes, how you store your AV envelopes and applications will also be important.  Check to see if they have a post-election audit check list they could share with you.Proper labeling/storing of empty AV envelopes and applications will also help if/when you receive a FOIA for particular information.The energy and effort you put into organizing your documentation, envelopes and ballots on election day….will set you up for being extremely prepared for any type of audit.
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So….I am super excited to share something I implemented/tested during the November 2021 election.  Over the years I have really tried to find every way to run our absentee counting board as efficiently as possible.   I have always felt the end of the night paperwork process for the AVCB has taken far longer than it should have to.  I remember during the 2016 Presidential recount asking Joe Rozell why we couldn’t come up with some way to have laptops in our AVCB…similar to the precincts so we could just print the reports off at the end of the night.Then in 2019 I was working with Terri Williams to try to implement some changes with the end of night reports and QVF.  She told me she was “on board”, that she felt it could work….and then she retired.Shortly after that, I presented my thoughts/concerns to Jonathan Brater and his team.  Unfortunately….COVID hit and since then we all know they have been extremely busy dealing with more pressing issues.So….I was determined to find a way to expedite this process.  It took us no less than 2 hours after closing out the AVCB to finish up the paperwork.  Filling out/completing the paper pollbooks, separating the forms and then compiling them all into their respective envelopes.  Let me show you what I came up with…..
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